The Idaho National Laboratory (INL) Site Citizens Advisory Board (CAB) agrees and supports the Department of Energy’s (DOE) preferred alternative as outlined in the *Proposed Plan for Sitewide Groundwater, Miscellaneous Sites, and Process for Future Sites, Operable Unit 10-08* (DOE/ID-11366, September 2008) with the following considerations:

- Please note in the record that TRA-62 is a no action site. The CAB requests that the hazards identified in this review be maintained in the facilities hazard assessment so that the workers are protected when they are performing the decontamination and decommissioning.

- The CAB concurs with DOE’s recommendation to perform ongoing sitewide groundwater monitoring.

- The CAB commends DOE for proposing this plug-in remedies approach for future releases.

The CAB appreciates the balanced approach and feels this is an efficient use of man power, resources, and funding and commends the DOE for their efforts.